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Abstract:  
The competition in self-driving cars is intensifying worldwide, and now Japan is 
moving to catch up to industry leaders in Europe and the US. Toyota, Nissan, and 
Honda have all shown test vehicles, and the government is preparing the regulatory and 
legal environment to allow them on public roads. Toyota has already announced a 
commercial roll-out target of the late 20-teens, and Nissan by 2020. Honda is advancing 
its own plans. This article covers the technologies and achievements of all three 
companies. 
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In the United States and Europe, self-driving cars have been driving on public roads for 
years now, but not in Japan—at least, not until 2013. When Shinzo Abe took over the 
government, the situation changed significantly in summer that year: Japanese firms 
announced their self-driving prototypes, and government agencies implemented policy to 
allow self-driving cars on public roads. As government and industry recognized the need 
to catch up to forerunners US and Europe, public and private support in Japan soared. 
 
In the industrialized West self-driving cars are already being extensively driven on public 
roads. In 2012, Google Corp. of the US was authorized to trial its semiautonomous car on 
public roads in Nevada, and public road trials have also been authorized in other states 
including California and Florida. Another fifteen states are considering the idea. Audi AG 
of Germany, a member of the German Volkswagen group, has also received a Nevada 
license plate. Bayerische Motoren Werke AG of Germany (BMW) has been authorized 
for public road trials in Germany, likewise in Spain.  
 
There was little public activity in Japan in 2012, but in 2013 all three major Japanese auto 
manufacturers made key announcements. On September 26, 2013, Nissan Motor 
Company of Japan announced that it had received a license plate allowing its self-driving 
prototype on the road (Fig. 1). In early October Toyota Motor Corp. of Japan announced a 
prototype capable of being driven no-hands in a single expressway lane, and 

Fig. 1 Public Roads Trials Finally Begin in Japan 

Nissan has received a license plate for the semiautonomous vehicle it is developing, making it possible to 
drive on public roads. The number is “20-20,” pointing up the firm’s determination to enter practical use in 
2020. 
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demonstrated it on Tokyo’s Metropolitan Expressway (Fig. 2). Also in October Honda 
Motor Co., Ltd. of Japan announced a self-driving car prototype. In November, all three 
firms drove their vehicles down ordinary roads in front of the National Diet Building.  
 
The major reason for the switch was the change in government. The new Prime Minister, 
Shinzo Abe, announced in April 2013 that he would reconsider pushing for rapid 
development of self-driving technology, and trials on public roads. In a speech a month 
later on his second economic growth strategy, he stated that demonstration trials would be 
held on public roads in Japan as well, adding that if the US could do it, so could Japan. On 
November 19, 2013, he enjoyed test rides in the three self-driving cars on display in front 
of the National Diet Building (Fig. 3).  
 

Fig. 2 Toyota’s Semiautonomous Driving for Expressways  

The modified Lexus GS was trialed on the Metropolitan Expressway in Tokyo. Toyota hopes to go 
commercial within a few years. 

Fig. 3 Abe Cabinet Pushes Autonomous Driving Technology 

Prime Minister Abe enjoys the ride in self-driving vehicles from Toyota, Nissan, and Honda (left). The “test 
course” was ordinary roadway in front of the National Diet Building (right). 
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